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Prestige Architects
“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence,
then, is not an act, but a habit”

M

arco Braghiroli is an Italian architect
from Milan and the founder and
managing director of Prestige
Architects Ltd, specialising in the
high-end residential projects. Based in London,
Prestige works with clients in the UK and abroad,
creating some of the most beautiful living spaces,
through a combination of traditional ,contemporary
and modern design based on the specific client
requirements. Winners of several industry awards
with multiple short-listings for international design
awards, it’s not hard to see why.

Our Passion
Prestige Architects’ work is driven by a passion for
architecture as Marco comment; “Our passion is
to turn your vision into your reality. We work with
private clients who always bring their personal input
into the creative process, developing a sense of
excitement around the unique design and build of a
residence or a luxurious holiday home.
Such a project is extremely subjective and needs
to be tailored to the lifestyle and taste of our client.
Many of our clients come back time and time again,
having enjoyed the creative journey we have taken
them on and been astounded by the end result.
As an architect, I have to put aside the ‘architect
ego’ and take my client through the whole creative
design process, which is incredibly personal to
them. This doesn’t mean that we lose control of the
design, quite the contrary in fact, this collaboration
drives forward the design experience, ensuring
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our client gets the perfect design and build to the
highest quality.”

About Prestige
This renowned London-based architectural practice
has been actively working on high-end residential
projects since 2009. Its reputation for the creation
and completion of quality residential projects is of
the highest standards.
The extensive experience of working on high
end residential projects in both the UK and abroad
means that Marco brings about a unique blend of
Italian design with quality British delivery every
time.
The key to the success of Prestige is the level
of expertise from a solid team of experienced
consultants coupled with the exacting level of
detail applied to each project. This combination
of innovation and design excellence has led to
international awards success and many industry
short-listings.
Most of the business generated at Prestige is
from repeat clients, who commission projects
abroad to follow on from their UK residence
experience, these could be holiday homes or second
residential properties. Recent projects consist of a
chalet in Switzerland, with more to follow, a house
refurbishment in the USA, bespoke yacht design in
Asia and a luxury villa development in Zanzibar.
2 Magistrate House, Market Place, London
TW8 8FJ; email: marco@prestige.eu.com
www.prestige.eu.com

